Fake

Customer Care
Numbers

A Nightmare for the BFSI sector
How mFilterIt helped a major BFSI
client to ﬁght fraud and uphold the
trust of consumers in the brand?

CASE
STUDY

BRAND INFRINGEMENT &
MISREPRESENTATION
In today's era of building and sustaining digital identity, brands need to be vigilant of
instances that can cost them their goodwill and reputation. More so in the BFSI sector,
regular monitoring of infringement cases is their gateway to brand safety.

How is it impacting the brand?
·

Fake customer care numbers being circulated in customer's network.

·

Misinformation being spread across social media

·

Loss of brand trust and credibility among customers

·

Data breach and privacy concerns

·

Unauthorized addresses put up on Google maps, misleading customers

·

Fake YouTube videos of fake customer care numbers

·

Customers falling prey to ﬁnancial fraud, degrading brand equity

The digital users rely on the Internet as a source of information. If a brand does not
monitor the digital landscape for potential threats, users will consume false information,
damaging the brand trust and reputation. The BFSI sector is marred with cases of false
representation and the prerogative lies with the brand to safeguard the consumer trust.

A renowned BFSI major received complaints about customer care executives duping
the customers and spreading misinformation about the brand. To determine the source
and origins of such fraudulent cases, the brand approached mFilterIt to scan its digital
presence.
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mFilterIt's Brand Infringement Monitoring solution scanned over 2400 cities on the
Internet (Google, Maps and reviews, social media, websites) to detect the presence of
fake customer care numbers.

Maharastra and Gujarat were high in such incidences with 667 cases, followed by
Punjab, Delhi, and Haryana with 349 cases. West Bengal reported 290 incidences of
brand impersonation. Over 2500 cases of fake customer care numbers were found on
Google's Q&A section
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SOLUTION

Month-on-month monitoring and solution helped the brand to effectively monitor
cases of infringement and act upon them. mFilterIt's Brand Infringement Solution
successfully took down 92.3% of cases of misrepresentation and fake identities for the
brand.

92.3% TAKEDOWN

0.7 Days

TAT

The average turnaround time for the takedown of false cases on Google and social media was
less than a day.

Google Maps – Q&A has 100%
successful takedown ratio with
TAT of 0.5 Days.
YouTube & LinkedIn have an
average TAT of 2

days.

How mFilterIt helps
build impeccable digital presence?
Using proprietary machine learning based solutions, mFilterIt deterministically validates
the digital engagement by identifying threats to ensure a brand safe environment.
Trusted by leading advertisers globally, mFilterIt's digital fraud prevention and brand
protection services are helping marketers to create true engagements within a
trustworthy brand environment.
Our tailored & evolving solutions to help prevent revenue loss & brand abuse by
identifying and eliminating digital infringements and counterfeits.
Walking an extra mile, mFilterIt makes the reporting actionable, through take-down and
de-indexing support helping the brands not only with identiﬁcation but also with
conclusive resolution.

To learn more about Brand protection and safety services of
mFilterIt, engage today to connect with our brand experts. Write to
us on contact@mﬁlterit.com
To know more about mFilterIt, please visit : www.mﬁlterit.com

mFilterIt is a new age company that caters to protecting digital integrity across
platforms.
We believe in the power deep tech and data science to create transformational
growth in our customers.
Today we work with more than 500 clients across 15 countries in the globe.
mFilterIt provides a variety of innovative and comprehensive IT solutions. We deliver
quality services in the most efﬁcient way, and our experts will work collaboratively
with you to customize our offerings to your particular needs. Book a meeting with
one of our consultants to hear more about how we can assist your operation.
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/@mﬁlterit

